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1     (Automobiles, Business)
Nash Motors Dealer Archive
Detroit, Michigan: Associated Sales Co. / Nash Motors Company 1927, 1941 and 1942

$2500
An archive of photographs and recordings related to New England Nash Motor Car Dealers. The collection includes two framed black and white photographs, measuring 20" x 10" and 31½" x 8", of 
Nash Dealers attending a “service clinic” in 1927 and a convention in 1941, along with a copy of a Nash Dramatized Selling Service kit consisting of a wooden carrying case covered in coarse woven 
cloth with a leather covered handle and three metal clasps housing 10 filmstrips (or “slidefilms”) and seven 33⅓ RPM records. Overall near fine with the photographs unexamined out of the lightly 
rubbed frames but both images sharp and unfaded though both with very light creases from once being rolled; the selling kit has a bit of wear to the exterior, a touch of oxidation to the metal lids of 
a few of the filmstrips, and two of the smaller records are a bit wavy.
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The first photograph, taken by Glines & Slater and dated January 19-20, 1927, shows a group 
of Nash Dealers standing outside a Nash Showroom located at 640 Commonwealth Avenue in 
Boston for a Nash Service Clinic with vehicles in the windows and workers inside looking out. 
The second photograph, dated August 28, 1940, captures a room full of dealers seated at tables 
in a large hall, many wearing paper hats, with a stage and musician to one side and a dais facing 
the stage on the opposite wall.

Possibly not as eye-catching but certainly as interesting is the Nash Dramatized Selling Service kit 
no. 3 for 1942. A small mimeograph sheet laid in explains: “This is a copy of a 1942 revision of 
last spring’s Trip Through The Factory slide film entitled, ‘Creation in Steel.’ Simply throw away 
your last year’s slidefilm print and use this film print with the recording which you now have.” 
The hinged box contains seven 33 1/3 RPM albums - three 12" and four massive 16" - along 

with 10 filmstrips. The kit was produced by the Associated Sales Co. of Detroit, Michigan but 
recorded, pressed, and manufactured by RCA Manufacturing Co. of Camden, New Jersey. The 
records instruct salesmen on various approaches to attract potential customers - “A New Kind of 
Car - Now Newer Than Ever,” “The Car for the Times,” “The Invisible Rider (Resale Value and 
Service),” Care Makes the Car,” and the aforementioned “Creation in Style (A Trip Through the 
Nash Factory).” The filmstrips undoubtedly correspond to some of the recordings though their 
titles differ and are divided evenly between sales strategies (“Closing the Sale and Overcoming 
Objections”) and mechanical concerns (“Trouble-Shooting The Valve Train”).

An interesting collection of items from the once thriving Nash Motor Company, which was 
ultimately acquired by the Chrysler Corporation. [BTC#392664]
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2     (Art)
Ten Original 19th Century Carriage Drawings
$2400
Ten original drawings. Pen and ink with wash on card. Slight variations in size, 
most are approximately 10½" x 7". No artist name, place, date, captions or 
other identification. Some moderate foxing and small stains slightly affecting the 
images, corners a little worn, but mostly near fine. Frankly not our expertise, but 
probably English or American, and we’d speculate that they date from somewhere 
between 1800-50. Beautiful drawings of horse-drawn carriages ranging from one 
or two horse-drawn phaetons, cabriolets, and chariots to elaborate barouches. 
Very finely realized and technically authentic renderings. [BTC#436205]
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Sketch Books of a Noted Pulp Artist

Sketch Books of a Noted Pulp Artist

3     (Art)
Harry SMILKSTEIN
(Harvey DUNN)
[Three Original Sketchbooks]: 1. Ye Sketche Booke of Harry Smilkstein, Esq. November 1934. Mt. Kisco, N.Y. 
[with]: 2. A Sketch Book 1936. H.Smilkstein [with]: 3. [Untitled]
Mt. Kisco, New York: 1934-1940

$8500
Three volumes. Octavos. Cloth over thin cardstock. Numbered consecutively 1-3 on the spines. General wear, front hinge of Volume 3 cracked, a little fraying of the cloth, very good or better, 
internally near fine. The volumes are relatively uniform, each volume consists of approximately 250 unprinted pages with only a small percentage unused, totaling approximately 750 pages of detailed 
written notes about the artistic process (particularly in the first volume) as well as in excess of 1000 drawings (more often than not several to the page).

A good capsule biography of Smilkstein appears on the website “Field Guide to Wild American Pulp Artists” by David Saunders. After graduating from Cooper Union in 1934, Smilkstein began 
his studies with Harvey Dunn at the Grand Central School of Art. According to Saunders: “In 1937 he was awarded Second Prize in Illustration in Dunn’s Class. In 1937 he began to sell freelance 
illustrations to the NYC pulp magazine industry. His pen and ink story illustrations were published in The Lone Ranger, 10-Story Western, Secret Agent-X, Street & Smith’s Mystery Magazine, Clues 
Detective, Detective Tales, Don Winslow of the Navy, and Ten Detective Aces. In 1942 he began to work as a freelance illustrator under the name ‘Hal Stone’ for The New York Daily News. He continued 
to work for the newspaper for 30 years. In 1942 he drew comic books for the Chesler Studio. During the Golden Age of comic books he worked as an artist and an editor under the name ‘Harry 
Stein’ for Quality Comics, MLJ, Hillman, Fawcett, and Ziff-Davis Comics.”
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These remarkable sketch books cover the period mostly from 1934 to 1940 (there are a few notes at the 
end of Volume 3 where he discusses his possible induction into the Army in 1942), during the whole 
period of his studies with Harvey Dunn, and all the evidence indicates that Smilkstein was a very diligent 
student, taking copious notes and recording in detail many of Dunn’s instructions, quotes, and advice, 
as well as a few sketches of Dunn himself. The subjects in the books are very widely varied: modern New 
Yorkers, Westerners, cowboys, pirates, buildings, drawings purposely meant to imitate other contemporary 
illustrators and artists (Harvey Dunn, Howard Pyle, Dean Cornwall, Will James, Leon Bakst, Boris 
Artzybasheff, George Bellows, Frank Brangwyn, Rockwell Kent - often right down to their signatures), 
Old Masters or other early artists (Rubens, Brueghel, Rembrandt, Degas, Daumier, William Blake). A 
significant number of pages are laid out in story board format, likely for pulps or comic books.

A terrific group of sketch books by an artist who was prolific in the Golden Age of pulps and comics, and 
a remarkable documentation of the teaching techniques of the important western artist and mentor to 
other artists, Harvey Dunn. [BTC#465583]
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4     (Boy Scouts)
Robert BADEN-POWELL, and others
Letters to Detroit Boy Scout Goddard Light documenting his ill-fated trip to the 1929 World Scout Jamboree in England, including 
Four Letters by Robert Baden-Powell, founder of the Boy Scouts Association
1929-30

$6500
Commercial Ledger (10" x 12"). Quarter black leather and pebbled cloth over boards. With tabbed index and page number stamped white linen copying paper sheets. Contains approximately 150 
letters (ALS and TLS), and about 25 cablegrams, neatly tipped onto the rectos of 193 numbered sheets, several with the mailing envelope retained. The leather spine back is perished, else very good 
or better with a few letters neatly detached (laid-in) and some intermittent short tearing on the thin paper sheets.

A comprehensive collection of letters documenting Scout Goddard Light’s ill-fated trip to the 1929 World Scout Jamboree at Birkenhead, England. The sixteen-year-old Light, a member of Troop No. 
8 of Detroit, contracted diphtheria on the way to Europe and on landing at Liverpool was rushed to a hospital where he was dangerously ill for nearly two months. His life was at one time despaired 
of, as noted by Boy Scouts of America Chief Scout James West in a letter written to Light’s mother after his recovery: “… I need not tell you the heartaches I had and my deep concern for you during 
the many days of our keen anxiety because, as you doubtless realized, he was near death’s door for a long period of time.”
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As he recuperated in a Liverpool hospital, Light was visited by many of the leading dignitaries of 
the Jamboree, including Lord Robert Baden-Powell, founder and first Chief Scout of the worldwide 
Scout Movement, and co-founder, with his sister Agnes, of the worldwide Girl Guide/Girl Scout 
Movement. As noted in a letter from 14 October 1929, Baden-Powell invited Light, when “you are 
well on the way to complete recovery,” to visit at Pax Hill, Baden Powell’s home outside London. 
Light spent three days at Pax Hill before returning home to Detroit in September.

The collection includes four letters from Robert Baden-Powell, together with one letter each from 
his wife and son (Olave and Peter), and several letters from other leading figures of the Scouting 
movement in England and America, including Chief Scout James E. West, Lorne W. Barclay 
(American Jamboree Executive), and English surgeon Frederick R. Lucas. The collection includes 
several letters that offer support, inquire after Light’s recuperation, and update him on goings-on at 
the Jamboree. Most date from April – August, during the lead-up to the Jamboree and throughout 
the event when Goddard Light was in hospital, including a few follow-up letters from 1930. The 
collection also includes letters written to Goddard’s parents. His father was a prominent executive 
for the Jones and Laughlin Steel Company at the company’s Detroit office.

An illuminating collection of letters that provides a firsthand account of the early culture of the 
Scouting movement, both at its upper echelon in England and America, and among Goddard’s 
fellow scouts.
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A list of the Robert Baden-Powell (& family) letters follows:

Robert Baden-Powell

1. TLS. Quarto. 1p. The Boy Scouts Association, London, 16 August, 1929. 
With mailing envelope.

“Dear Scout Light, I have received your note and have forwarded it to the 
Duke of Connaught … Meantime I hope you are well on the way to complete 
recovery and that … you will come down and see me at my home before going 
back to America.”

2. ALS. Quarto. 2pp. Pax Hill, Bentley, Hampshire, 13 September, 1929. With 
mailing envelope. (To Helen Goddard Light.)

“Thank you so much for your very kind letter which reached me just now when 
your boy was at breakfast with us here. He has been staying with us these past 
two days and has made great friends of my boy and three girls. We have given 
him a very quiet time for though he is keen to get about and see all he can he is 
still looking rather pale and my wife and I felt that rest was good for him. I am 
only sorry that we can’t have him for a longer time … .”

3. TLS. Quarto. 1p. The Boy Scouts Association, London, 14 October, 1929. 
With mailing envelope.

“My dear Light … I hope that by this time you have settled down in Detroit 
and find yourself really none the worse for your illness … .”

4. ALS. Octavo. 2pp. On Board the Cunard R.M.S. Berengaria, 8 March, 1930.

“Dear Goddard, My wife and I were delighted to get your kind message just 
now and to hear that you were so far in touch with us as to hear us over the 
radio … .”

Olave Baden-Powell (to Helen Goddard Light).

TLS. Quarto. 1p. Pax Hill, Bentley, Hampshire, 18 October, 1929. With 
mailing envelope.

“… We enjoyed having [Goddard] here with us so much and my chief regret is 
that we were not able to give him a better and jollier time. Life is always rather 
full however, and … being quiet here did him more good actually in health than 
if we had rushed him about to see things … .”

Peter Baden-Powell

ALS. 12mo. 3pp. Surrey, England, 27 October, 1929. With mailing envelope. 
[BTC#531727]
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5     (Brooklyn, New York)
Jane CARLEN
[Scrapbook]: Girl’s Scrapbook from Childhood through College 
(1929-1950)
Brooklyn, New York

$1250
Quarto. Measuring 10" x 12½". String-tied green stiff paper boards with “Scrapbook” stamped in 
gilt on the front board. Contains 153 sepia-toned or black and white gelatin silver photographs 
measuring between ½" x ½" and 5" x 7", with captions, as well as various ephemera. Very good 
album with split at the front gutter, a few loose pages, and scattered short tears and chips to the 
pages, but with the contents near fine.

A photo album and scrapbook kept by New York native Jane Carlen and her family from her 
childhood in the 1930s through her college years in the 1950s. The photos have long detailed 
captions that read like a journal. Carlen’s childhood is documented with entries about first words, 
outings, and other highlights of her early years. As she got older the photos show her school 
activities, girl scouts, dances, drawings, and many social events focused around her church.
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Carlen’s graduation from Bay Ridge High School is prominently featured with the program 
from the ceremony and with numerous photos in cap and gown. She worked after high school 
and spent time at Princeton University, but it is unclear whether it was for social or academic 
activities. The album ends in 1950 and features programs, drawings, and newspaper clippings 
from Carlen’s later life.

An extensive look at a young woman’s life over two decades from childhood into young adulthood. 
[BTC#421327]
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6     (Design)
André DONAT (Donat & Co.)
A Collection of French Hand-Painted Silk Weave Designs
Lyon, France: [circa 1849-80]

$5000
A collection of 45 hand-painted patterns for silk velour and satin patterns created on thick sheets of graph paper by designers at the factory of André Donat, a manufacturer of silks at the Place Croix Paquet, 
in Lyon, France. The 45 sheets are cut to various sizes, with most ranging from an average size of roughly 15" x 17" up to 20" x 40", but including several smaller patterns, one of which measures 7" x 6".
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Neatly handwritten in ink on the back of all but a few sheets is the date on which the design was made and specific notes as to 
the design, including in some instances instructions on how it should be set up on the loom. Most of the designs were created 
between 1849 and 1863, with a few dating up through 1882.

Donat’s silks were displayed at the Great Exhibition of 1851, and several were awarded prize medals. Two separate exhibition 
catalogue entries describe Donat as a silk manufacturer of “Waistcoats and dresses, fancy watered silk; grenadine, satin, 
poplin, &c.” and of “vestings and silks for cravats, in plain, figured, and broché satin, and grenadine.”

Many sheets show signs of use in the factory, including some with additional pencil notes. Scattered creasing at the edges and 
at some folds; the four largest sheets are folded in half with partial light splitting along the folds, very good overall.

A scarce survival of hand-painted designs notable for their striking three-dimensional effects and vibrant colors. [BTC#445141]
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7     William EASTLAKE
The William Eastlake Papers: Manuscripts and Letters
(1947-1995)

$150,000
An archive of American author William Eastlake consisting of original 
manuscripts and galley proofs, over 100 letters to him, and other associated 
documents. Included are corrected typescript manuscripts for five of his major 
novels, including the first two novels of his acclaimed Checkerboard Trilogy: Go 
in Beauty and The Bronc People. Among the letters are 28 from Edward Abbey, 
author of The Monkey Wrench Gang, together with multiple letters from other 
leading contemporary authors and personal friends, including William Van 
Tilburg Clark, Jim Harrison, John Nichols, Martha Gelhorn, Barry Lopez, Ray 
Carver, Gary Snyder, Studs Terkel, Tim O’Brien, Robert Redford, and others, all 
rich in literary and personal content.
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Born in Brooklyn in 1917, Eastlake hitchhiked across the United States and made his way to 
Los Angeles in the early 1940s, where he worked at the Stanley Rose bookstore. The store was  
frequented by the writers Nathanael West, John Steinbeck and William Saroyan, and the artist 
Martha Simpson, whom he married in 1943. During the war Eastlake enlisted in the U.S. Army 
and was stationed at Camp Ord in California, where he was assigned to oversee draftees of Japanese 
ancestry into the U.S. Army.

He led a battalion at the Battle of the Bulge and was awarded the Bronze Star. After the war he 
stayed in Europe and became an editor for the literary magazine Essai, to which he contributed 
his first published short story “Ishimoto’s Land,” about his experiences with Japanese-American 
soldiers. He lived in Paris and returned to southern California in 1950. In 1955, he and his wife 
purchased a ranch near Cuba, New Mexico, with four hundred acres of land, which became a 
mecca for several writers and artists, including Edward Abbey, Julian and Juliette Huxley, and many 
others whose letters are retained in the collection.

At his ranch near Cuba, Eastlake wrote many of his novels set in New Mexico and the Southwest, 
including the manuscripts for three novels in this collection: Go in Beauty (1956), The Bronc People 
(1958), and Dancers in the Scalp House (1975). At the height of the Vietnam War Eastlake was a 
correspondent for The Nation, stationed in Vietnam (1968-69) (cf. letter from Ernie Pyle). Eastlake 
also wrote war novels and political novels, of which this collection includes the manuscripts of 
Castle Keep (1965: a “Gothic mystery, savage modern satire, heroic epic” set during World War 
II), and The Bamboo Bed (1969: “one of the first novels to dramatize the 
insanity of the Vietnam War”). Eastlake’s Castle Keep, about U.S. soldiers 
trying to defend a Belgian castle filled with art treasures during the Battle 
of the Bulge, was made into a 1969 movie directed by Sydney Pollack, and 
starring Burt Lancaster and Peter Falk.
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Other collection highlights among the manuscripts include: the screenplay 
and two corrected typescripts (an early draft and final setting copy) of Castle 
Keep; together with corrected typescripts of The Bamboo Bed and Dancers in the 
Scalp House. Also notable is publisher William Bamberger’s retained archive of 
Eastlake’s short story collection: Jack Armstrong in Tangier (1984), consisting of 
typescripts, pre-publication drafts and galleys, and associated correspondence.

Among the letters in the collection, most were written to Eastlake by 
contemporary authors in Eastlake’s literary circle, and most are notable for 
their remarkable literary and personal content. Here is a small taste from the 
28 letters by Edward Abbey, most of which date from the mid-1970s, when his 
most famous novel The Monkey Wrench Gang was in publication:

Kanab, Utah, February 22, 1971: “… I wonder if you or Doug Peacock could 
refer me to some of the literature on sabotage – industrial and civil, bridges, 
power plants, dams, etc. What I need is detailed information on techniques 
and materials. For a novel only – not for real. I’ve about decided to postpone 
work on my Pennsylvania agricultural Tolstoyan novel … and do now an idea 
which I’ve had in my head for years. To be called The Monkey Wrench Gang – 
or maybe The Wooden Shoe Mob … Destroy this letter. (I am 87% paranoid 
these days.)”

Two letters from the novelist Martha Gellhorn include reflections on Russian 
literature, Vietnam, Iraq, and a lengthy discussion of her relationship with 
Ernest Hemingway: “… As for E.H. and being an artist. I cannot separate 
artist from man …. I believe that the quality of the man must come through 
into his art. The artist is, and must be, more of an egotist than most because 
no one protects him in the long early stages, so he protects himself like mad 
… But somehow, despite that professional deformation, the heart has to stay 
pretty clean or else a faint smell of corruption lingers about the work. I tried to 
make Ernest be something I could admire; an idiot undertaking … .”
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Jim Harrison’s three letters include his views on writing and Edward Abbey, and four letters from 
Barry Lopez contain references to his current works in progress, including an essay on “the native 
American mind,” his appearance on the Dick Cavett show, and Lopez’s forthcoming collection of 
fiction, River Notes. Here is what the sculptor and writer Juliette Huxley (wife of British naturalist 
Julian Huxley) writes in one of two remarkable letters from 1966-67:

“This book of yours, Castle Keep. It is like a gothic carving, not of saints, but of men of ordinary 
flesh … The words are shot with poetry, the blood blossoms and flowers as it is spilt. It is a strange 
and rare experience to read such a book, where the unique craft of the writer is disguised but 
transcends, the violence is made acceptable by the craft, and exploding death becomes a thing of 
utter beauty … I have just finished it, and Julian read it first, as spellbound as I am.”

Four long letters from the novelist John Nichols, one of which includes drawings, and in a letter 
from 1979, Robert Redford expresses his regret that he could not make Eastlake’s novel Portrait of 
an Artist with Twenty-Six Horses into a film, stating (in part): “I have long been an admirer of your 
writing, particularly ‘Castle Keep,’ and thus read ‘Twenty-Six Horses’… Unfortunately, in this 
particular script I just couldn’t see the story on screen … I’m sorry not to be able to take on this 
project but I’m grateful for the chance to see material with such vision and insight. Perhaps the 
future will see us working together on something … .”

A remarkable collection, rich in content with numerous manuscripts and letters, documenting the 
works and life of this important American writer. A detailed finding aid to the archive is available. 
[BTC#501700]
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Jimmy GRIMME and Ann BREBNER
[Archive]: San Francisco Modeling Agencies
San Francisco: 1970s

$2500
A collection of photographs, memos, and ephemera from the Grimme Modeling Agency 
and Brebner Agencies, two premiere firms operating in San Francisco, California during the 
1970s. Near fine or better with some edgewear.

This archive includes headshots, descriptive details of the models and actors such as height 
and weight, and memos with requests for certain types of models. Attached to some of the 
headshots are résumés for the model or actor in question. One memo reads, “sent only 
girls and boys who have shown they can ride cycle.” Others are advertisements for specific 
actors, one of which reads “Hey! Need a heavy? The Grimme Agency is happy to announce 
that Joe Riley will be available in San Francisco through the spring and summer months.” 
The memo then proceeds to describe the model’s previous work and organizations he was 
involved with including S.A.G. Suzanne Somers is featured in a brochure of headshots from 
1972. Other actors are pictured in their own brochures with multiple images of characters 
they can portray.

Ann Brebner and her husband, Jack, founded Brebner Agencies Inc. (also known as San 
Francisco Casting) in 1961, as a place to go for television and film companies in the region. 
The firm provided casting and location scouting on numerous productions including the 
films Harold and Maude, Bullitt, and American Graffiti, along with a number of television 
shows such as The Streets of San Francisco. While Grimme Modeling Agency also cast for 
television and film, their clientele also included radio and print. According to founder Jimmy 
Grimme’s obituary, “[he] put the modeling business on the map in San Francisco [and] …. 
launched the careers of Suzanne Somers, Christy Turlington, and Jack Scalia, among others.”

A nice collection of ephemera from two important San Francisco talent agencies in the 1970s. 
[BTC#447168]
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9     Daniel FUCHS
Daniel Fuchs Letters to Gabriel Miller, 1973-1992
(Los Angeles, California): 1973-92

$32,000
A collection of 49 letters written by the American novelist and screenwriter Daniel Fuchs to 
Gabriel Miller, author of a notable biography of Fuchs. Most of the letters are typed and contain 
significant manuscript annotations by Fuchs. The collection also includes two letters by Miller, 
one of which is heavily annotated by Fuchs, together with all 51 mailing envelopes. The collection 
is in fine condition and rich in content, with Fuchs providing detailed responses to Miller’s 
questions about his life and work.

An Academy Award-winning screenwriter and widely acclaimed novelist on Jewish life, Daniel 
Fuchs was born in 1909 on the Lower East Side of Manhattan and grew up in Williamsburg, 
Brooklyn. Drawing on his Brooklyn upbringing when writing about the Jewish immigrant 
ghetto, he began his career with a trilogy that many critics regard as his greatest work: Summer in 
Williamsburg (1934), Homage to Blenholt (1936), and Low Company (1937).

Although all three were acclaimed by critics, they sold poorly and Fuchs moved west to write 
screenplays, including The Hard Way (1942), and Hollow Triumph (1948). In 1956 Fuchs won an 
Oscar for best original story for the MGM film Love Me or Leave Me.

In 1961 Fuchs’ early trilogy won new critical acclaim and commercial success when it was 
reprinted under the collective title Three Novels, and again in 1972 when it was published as The 
Williamsburg Trilogy. Encouraged by the positive reception of the trilogy, Fuchs wrote another 
novel, West of the Rockies in 1971, drawing on his Hollywood experience. Also throughout his 
career Fuchs contributed short stories to The New Yorker, Esquire, Collier’s, Saturday Evening Post, 
and New Republic.
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In his letters to Miller, Fuchs is frank, detailed, and direct: “my God, no, the 
thirties were great, Jesus, who says different? The Bway theatre was first rate, surely 
the golden age. The English poorboy novels. Proust and Joyce washing in, yes, the 
20’s but their full force in the 30’s. The whole business about Paris, Transition, 
the little magazines. The Continental novels. The whole publishing scene was 
different, real geschmacht to it … .”

And here, Fuchs on City College and how he came to Hollywood, from a letter 
dated Dec. 23, 1974: “Yes, yes, I liked City College very much. It was a beautiful 
place. It opened up the world, a large statement & a vulnerable one, but screw ‘em 
all, true. Fine friends, starting out, fellows driving taxis all night, sleeping & going 
to class by day … What did I major in? English for a few years, then the head the 
dept threw me out – I had offended him with some quasi-transition pieces (do 
you know about transition magazine?) … So I majored eventually in philosophy.”
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In another, dated February 27, 1975, he explains: “The ‘transition’ pieces loosened up the language 
(Jolas: ‘The Revolution of the Word’) and Lewis Freeman Mott there at City College. (Pater, 
Cardinal Newman, Arnold) felt everything slipping away to the riff raff and struck back. The 
rabble apparently won out …. ‘Capone’ was the first or one of the 1st…. Went to the Catskills, 
never worked there… We rented Joe Schrank’s 60 acre farm in Bucks Co. (Erwinna) and stayed 
all of two mos. S.J. Perelman, living across the road, dropped in one evening with dog and cane, 
beat up on Hywd, left, and I left the next week or so for Hywd, no connection. It just happened 
that way.”

As noted by Martin Greenberg in a 2007 article in New Criterion: “Daniel Fuchs keeps being 
rediscovered. Thirteen years after his death his three Brooklyn novels of the 1930s have again been 
published in one big book, by the Black Sparrow Press (Godine) which has also issued a paperback 
reprint of Fuchs’s writings from and of his Hollywood years, The Golden West … Fuchs liked 
being rediscovered, not surprisingly, and finding ‘he had become a kind of cult.’”

An important and historically significant collection of primary source autobiographical letters 
which further support Fuchs status as an American master. Accompanied by transcriptions of 
most of the letters.
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10     (Labor)
25 Flyers Urging Pullman Shop Workers to Join the United Transport Service Employees of America
Richmond, California: United Transport Service Employees of America 1946

$3200
Group of 25 mimeographed and printed flyers on various colored sheets, measuring between 
8½" x 11" and 8½" x14", many with illustrations. Overall very good or better with toning, some 
creased and with typical general wear, including nicks and tears.

An archive documenting the 1946 unionizing efforts of the CIO-affiliated United Transport 
Service Employees of America (UTSEA), primarily at the Richmond, California, Pullman 
Company plant, which employed up to 500 people rebuilding and repairing nearly 300 Pullman 
cars a year. 

The flyers tout the strength of the CIO, the perfidy of the Truman administration, urge workers 
to combat onerous working conditions, fight efforts to create craft unions (which would divide 

the workforce into small unions organized by type of work performed -- and, to a certain extent, 
race, since not all jobs were available to African-American workers), and participate in the union 
election, among other things. The election went to a national mediating board, but doesn’t appear 
to have been settled in 1946, and involved the AFL-affiliated Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Porters 
(BSCP) as well as a few more localized unions; it is unclear who ultimately won. Also mentioned 
are several dances and social events held by the UTSEA.

An interesting collection of flyers related to the tumultuous postwar years of labor strikes and unrest. 
[BTC#466441]
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11     (Motorcycle Club)
13 Rebels Motorcycle Club
California: 1937-1940s

$12,000
A collection of 71 disbound black and white silver 
gelatin photographs measuring between 1" x 1" and 
8" x 10", some with captions. Some edgewear else all 
items very good or better.

A collection of photographs following a group of 
motorcycle enthusiasts and riders during the late 
1930s and early 1940s. The photos have been cut 
out of a scrapbook and most are mounted on stiff tan 
paper and seem to have been compiled by a woman 
and fellow rider married to one of the servicemen, 
Richie, who is pictured here. The riders featured in 
the photos were part of an early Southern California 
motorcycle club, 13 Rebels. This club was one of two 
motorcycle clubs used as the inspiration for the film 
The Wild One. Founded in 1937 by Ernest “Tex” 
Bryant, 13 Rebels recruited 12 top-seeded motorcycle 
racers from the area to form the club. One photobooth 
image seen here has “Ernie” written above it and could 
be Bryant. According to historian Tech. Sgt. Steven 
Wilson, “The 13 Rebels MC members earned a huge 
amount of notoriety in the racing world, achieving 
racing hall of fame inductions and the like, with 
many going on to become prominent and influential 
members of motorcycling society.” These images 
show their clubhouse and trophies, members posed 
on motorcycles, during races, and waiting at starting 
lines. Women riders are also featured throughout the 
archive both with their male companions as well as 
on bikes by themselves. Additionally included are a 
few newspaper clippings from 1937 and a program 
for a 1942 derby.
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World War II saw the reemergence of interest in motorcycles, and clubs sprouted up to support the sport. Although 
motorcycle clubs had been a trend years earlier, the Great Depression halted production of the vehicles. Many men used 
motorcycles while enlisted in branches of the military and came back with an appreciation for the bikes. Additionally 
,bomber jackets and other military uniform pieces offered more protection from crashes. This second wave of motorcycle 
riders created the subculture and tough guy persona now associated with motorcycle riders. The popularity of films such as 
The Wild One helped solidify the image of the rebellious biker and this group helped directly inspire that look.

An exceptional collection of World War II-era biker photographs. [BTC#446325]
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12     (Music)
[Flyers]: 1980s-1990s California Area New Wave and Goth 
Music Flyers
Los Angeles, California: 1980-1990

$3500
A collection of 162 flyers, business cards, and handbills promoting Los Angeles 
electronic, New Wave, and Goth bands and venues from the 1980s-1990s, featuring 
acts such as Nick Cave, Peter Murphy, The Cure, Voice Farm, Nina Hagen, London 
After Midnight, The Divinyls, Tokyo Vogue, and Crash Worship. The flyers are 
printed on sheets measuring between 11" x 16½" to 2" x 2½", in various colors 
with several incorporating rubber-stamped elements. All items near fine with 
modest edgewear and light soiling.

This group features bands who kickstarted a wave of music with darker themes 
and ethereal voices. Several of the venues that featured the popular New Wave 
and Goth music became synonymous with the scene, such as The Helter Skelter 
(“The Foremost Gothic Club in Los Angeles”) and I – Beam, notable for its warm 
temperature as an incentive for skimpy outfits and nudity, often leading to sexual 
encounters in and around the club.

A compelling and colorful collection of ephemera showcasing the influential bands 
and fashion styles of the 1980s. [BTC#403386]
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13     (Occult)
FRATER VIII°
A Collection of 21 Monographs Printed by The Golden Dawn Press 
(Nos. 1-12, 14-16, 18, 20, 23-25, and 28)
Los Angeles: The Golden Dawn Press 1933-1948

$1500
Mostly first editions (five state a later edition, 1947-48). 21 volumes. Small quartos. Averaging 25pp. each, 
about 525pp. total, 10 monographs with an ad for the other volumes bound in the rear. Occasionally 
illustrated. Side-stapled printed wrappers, with leaves mimeographed and paginated rectos only. Overall very 
good and sound with some creasing and edgewear to the wrappers, occasional small light staining; four 
monographs with the wrappers sunned and three with short splits at the spine base.

A large portion of this author’s 28-Monograph guide to success in the spiritual and physical realms, with 
instructions on how to survive the possibly impending World War III. Despite the name of the press, this 
series does not appear to be affiliated with the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn proper. Given the 
similarity of the production styles, we question the specific dates given (especially the ones in the 1930s) but 
circa 1940s seems to be likely. 
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Certainly entertaining but a bit hard to follow, the series is loosely based around the five cosmic 
fires: Yellow (spiritual), Blue (mental), Red (physical), Orange (social), and Green (financial), with 
scattered occult references to the pyramids, “youthification,” etc. No. 12 (p.22) seeks to show that 
the Great Pyramid of Gizeh is not only a time-table of world events, but also a “chart of the Path 
that the human soul takes from the Bottomless Pit--mass-mindedness--to the King’s Chamber-
-INDIVIDUALITY.” Other quotes to give an idea: “There are such things as Spells. A Spell 
is usually something very unpleasant in one’s Mental World” (No. 12, p.2). “Start at once and 
consume everything in your life that is mean and negative by the Radiant Blue Fire, and your future 
will be far brighter than you can at this time imagine” (No. 5, p.19). “The Doctor,” a recurring 
wisdom figure, extols the virtues of drinking rusty water (No. 14, p.24). And a chart from the floor 
of the Great Pyramid of Gizeh to illustrate the fact that World War III may begin on August 20, 
1953 (No. 28, p.4). Our favorite line from this section: “‘The Cubit of Mystery’ continues for 25 
Pyramid-Inch Months, which continues to approximately June 7, 1951.” An interesting mashup 
of occult mystery, self-help, and psychology, with a dash of Christian theology in the final volumes. 
A list of titles follows:

Supercharged Minds (No 1.); The Garden of Allah, (No. 2); Supercharged Life (No. 3); Special 
Privileges (No. 4); Escape Into Life (No. 5); Strange Forces That Heal (No. 6); The Secret Science of 
Life (No. 7); Invisible Dictator (No. 8); The White Forces Revealed (No. 9); This is the Life (No. 10); 
Other Self (No. 11); Re-Creation (No. 12); The Spell Master (No. 14); Fire of Life (No. 15); More 
Fire to You (No. 16); The Fast Master (No. 18); The Secret School of the Masters (No. 20); Five-Fold 
Finance (No. 23); All of Creation (No. 24); Astral Light and Power (No. 25); and This Final War 
(No. 28). [BTC#466550]
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14     (Oregon)
Mrs. Eugenia ATKINSON
[Photo Album]: Turn-of-the-Century Travel
Oregon, Hawaii: 1900-1908

$3500
Folio. Measuring 8½" x 15". Quarter leather and black cloth with gilt decorations. Contains 250 
sepia-toned mostly albumen photographs measuring between ½" x ½" and 7½" x 9½", with 
captions. Very good album with worn edges, rubbing, and some removed pages with very good 
or better photographs with some fading.

A photo album compiled by Eugenia Atkinson of Ashland, Oregon beginning in 1889. The 
photographs featured here are views of Oregon, California, Missouri, and Hawaii and do not 
appear to be in chronological order. Atkinson annotates the photos and includes handwritten 
captions throughout the album. She begins with images of her hometown with views of Ashland 
Creek Falls, Crater Lakes, and a local mill. Atkinson captured daily life in Oregon with images 

of picnics by the creek, interior home scenes, and fashionably dressed women posed for a group 
photo. Atkinson and her friends and family visit Honolulu, Hawaii and she includes large 
format photos of the hotel where they stayed, landscapes, and local people. Another section of 
images depicts a trip to Missouri with images of a farm and friends’ homes. Atkinson visits the 
coasts of California and Oregon photographing lifeguards practicing drills, the Cliff House in 
San Francisco, Newport Beach, and Victorian beachgoers lying in the sand. Other photos show 
interiors of well-to-do homes, portraits of friends, family pets, and a trip to Stanford. Towards 
the end of the album a train crash near Ashland is documented; another photo shows an arch 
constructed for a visit by President Roosevelt.
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Eugenia was the wife of English-born businessman W.H. Atkinson. According to the National Park Service, after 
arriving in Oregon in 1874, Atkinson became “active in the town’s principal industrial and banking enterprises,” 
owning shares in the Ashland Flour Mill and the Ashland Woolen Manufacturing Company. He was one of the 
founders of the Bank of Ashland and helped organize the Ashland Library. Mr. Atkinson died relatively young, 
at the age of 50 in 1894, and Eugenia spent the next 24 years in the house they had built in Ashland, now on 
the National Registry of Historic Places. A photo dated 1889 shows Eugenia standing in front of her house. This 
album follows Eugenia during her widowhood during her travels and her activities within the community.

A nice collection of photographs compiled by an important Oregon woman at the turn of the century. 
[BTC#469579]
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15     (Photography)
Lee BALTERMAN
Collection of Photos of Carl Sandburg and Edward Steichen
[Circa 1950]

$4500
A collection of 19 large gelatin silver photographs with 17 of them measuring 13½" x 9" and two measuring 14" x 11". Each image has the 
stamp and/or Signature of Lee Balterman on the verso. A few small creases or tears, mostly confined to the margins. Near fine. Includes images 
of the elderly Sandburg, his brother-in-law Edward Steichen (Sandburg was married to Steichen’s sister Lilian), other friends and family, as well 
as of Sandburg playing the banjo and guitar, reading, standing outside of the Carl Sandburg Association in Galesburg, Illinois, fooling around 
with Steichen on a Galesburg firetruck, and socializing. Balterman was a well-known Chicago freelance photographer who provided covers for 
periodicals such as Life, Fortune, and Sports Illustrated. [BTC#448716]
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16     (Photography)
Emil Otto HOPPE
Letters of Photographer E.O. Hoppe to  
Theater Critic Oliver Sayler
(1923-26)

$3500
A collection of nine letters written by the German-born British photographer 
E.O. Hoppe to the American theater critic and writer Oliver Sayler. The 
collection also includes five related letters to Sayler from Hoppe’s secretary, 
M.E. Chickall, and three retained carbon copies of Sayler’s letters to Chickall 
and Hoppe. The letters concern Hoppe’s photographs of the famous English 
aristocrat and author Lady Diana Cooper, his photographic studies of Karl 
Vollmöller’s play The Miracle, and his trip to the United States in preparation 
for his book, Romantic America (published in 1927). The collection includes 
four ALS and five TLS by Hoppe and five TLS by Chickall, most of them on 
Hoppe’s printed letterhead. All 14 letters are near fine overall, with light folds 
and a few short tears.

Born in Munich in 1878, Hoppe established his London photographic studio 
in 1907, and he was the founding member of the London Salon of Photography 
in 1910. He soon became one of the most in demand photographers of 
the early 20th Century. The letters are detailed and rich in content: other 
photographic projects mentioned by Hoppe include photographing Dr. 
Reinhardt at his Salzburg, Leopoldskron estate, and photographing the cast 
of The Miracle. A detailed list of the letters, with excerpts, follows:

I. E.O. Hoppe to Oliver Sayler

(The letters from London are on Hoppe’s printed letterhead).

1. ALS. 12mo. 2pp. Prague: August 2, 1923

“… I am writing this at the station en route to Luiz where I shall stay … 
until August 5th… The suggestion to come to Salzburg and do pictures of 
Reinhardt’s production interests me and I can arrange to be there provided the 
exclusive. We are very much looking forward to seeing you … .”
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2. ALS. 12mo. 2pp. [Luiz: August, 1923]

“Hailing here at Luiz for my train to Budweis … I am rather afraid that the English works for 
those photographs which I made this afternoon will be very limited indeed as they are of a purely 
American interest. I think it will help, however, if one could supplement them with a few of 
the photographs of Lady Diana Cooper which you showed me. They could be used as a link to 
connect them with England and help to put things over … .”

3. TLS. Octavo. 2pp. London: September 25, 1923

“… I am sending you today, under separate cover … 34 photographs which I have made at 
Schloss Leopoldskron … When I send you the finished prints I hope you will be able to make 
very good terms with the various magazines and newspapers as of course the outlay to obtain these 
photographs was very considerable. By the way, I have not yet received the photographs of Lady 
Diana Cooper you kindly promised to send … .”

4. TLS. Octavo. 2pp. London: October 15, 1923

“I gather from your cable today, that you have succeeded in making some very good terms for 
my pictures made at Schloss Leopoldskron and I therefore cabled you permission to reproduce, 
although I really would have preferred to send you fully finished pictures… I suppose it was 
a question of time and I must therefore sacrifice my feelings. Will you let me know in which 
magazines you have placed them, and on what terms … .”

5. TLS. Octavo. 2pp. London: November 24, 1923

“… I have received a cheque today from Vanity Fair with the cryptic remark Carmi - nothing 
else. I do hope that it does not refer to one of the exclusive pictures which you kept from the first 
lot because the fee would be too ridiculous!! … Could you arrange for me to get exclusively the 
pictures of Lady Diana Manners which you are having made of her in the costume of the play in 
America? … By the way, I have not received the photographs you promised to send me of Mlle. 
Darvas… .”

6. TLS. Octavo. 2pp. London: January 12, 1924

“I am getting a little worried about the work I undertook at your request at Salzburg, and I should 
really appreciate it if you would be courteous to reply to my letter … .”

7. TLS. Quarto. 1p. London: April 30, 1926

“A contract which I have just signed will take me on a twelve months tour through the U.S.A. 
for the purpose of collecting material for my new book on America - planned by my publishers 
on a rather ambitious scale. I am anxious to meet all sorts of people in the Arts, Literature, the 
Screenworld, Industry, Commerce, etc., and I am wondering whether you could help me by 
giving me one or two lines of introduction … .” With an additional paragraph in manuscript 
concerning Hoppe’s March visit to New York.

8. ALS. 12mo. 2pp. c/o A.A. Knopf, Inc. New York City: November 4, 1926

“I have suggested to my friend Everett Harre that he should go and see you with regard to his play 
Behold the Woman … I have just completed my 32,000 miles Discovery of America and I am off 
to the West Indies … .”

9. ALS. Quarto. 1p. Hamburg [no date]

“… I should like to do the pictures in Paris if you think there will be a fairly decent market for them 
- people (in England at least) are not so …” Followed by a detailed discussion of possible terms.

II. M.E. Chichall to Oliver Sayler

(Five TLS on Hoppe’s printed letterhead, July 26, 1923 to June 17, 1924).

1. TLS. Octavo. 2pp. London: July 26, 1923

“… I have much pleasure in sending you, under separate cover, the following 61 studies of The 
Miracle by Mr. Hoppe … As I understand that Lady Diana Cooper will be taking the leading role 
in the American production of The Miracle I am enclosing 7 of Mr. Hoppe’s portraits of her … .”

2. TLS. Octavo. 2pp. London: September 8, 1923

“… I have to acknowledge your letter dated Aug. 26th and hope to send the copies of Mr. Hoppe’s 
studies of The Miracle which you order within the next few days … I must wait for Mr. Hoppe’s 
minute instructions regarding their treatment, before his staff can work on them … .”

3. TLS. Octavo. 1p. London: September 12, 1923

“… I should be much obliged if you would be good enough to mail me as quickly as possible the 
photographs of Lady Diana Manners should you not have done so already. The portraits which 
Mr. Hoppe took at Leopoldskron will be dispatched to you within the next few days … .”

4. TLS. Octavo. 1p. London: February 25, 1924

“I … find that the matter of the photographs made at Schloss Leopoldskron still remains 
unsettled, although Mr. Hoppe has written to you personally on several occasions. As you know, 
Mr. Hoppe left Rumania especially to go to Leopoldskron at your suggestion. This involved him 
in considerable inconvenience and financial outlay. It naturally follows that Mr. Hoppe must 
receive adequate compensation … There is also the amount of $162.50 - still owing for the prints 
ordered by you of the London Miracle production … .”

5. TLS. Octavo. 1p. London: June 17, 1924

Addressed to Sayler’s secretary, concerning an outstanding invoice.

III. Related Materials

1. Oliver Sayler to Hoppe and Chickall. Three retained carbon copies. Quartos: (9/19/1923, 
9/22/1923 and 10/11/1923). Concerning photographs of Lady Diana and Leopoldskron.

2. Invoice. Account from Mr. E.O. Hoppe. London: February 26, 1924

To “Morris Gest, Esq., Princess Theatre, New York City … 1923 June Miracle pictures as per 
agreement … Film (taken to N.Y. by Mr. O. Sayler)” Condition note: short tears to the sheet 
edges, with clear tape mends on verso.

3. Printed Promotional Postcard: “In Gipsy Camp and Royal Palace: Wanderings in Rumania” 
by E.O. Hoppe. London: Methuen and Co., Ltd. Publishers [1924]. Small chip at one corner (in 
blank margin), else very good. [BTC#517967]
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17     (Romance)
[Archive]: “Mail Order Bride” and Ceramics Photographs
Japan and Washington D.C.: 1960s - 1970s

$800
An archive of 75 color or gelatin silver photographs of women measuring between 2" x 3½" and 7½" x 9½", without captions. Additionally there are 179 gelatin silver photographs of ceramics 
measuring 4" x 5", some with captions.
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A collection of photographs compiled by an American male in the 1960s and 70s depicting 
women, one of whom would become his wife through the “mail order” process. Throughout 
the collection are photos of Asian women in beautiful dresses and at a fashion show, as well 
as seductively posed and even nude. The photographer worked as a supply inspector for the 
War Department beginning in the 1950s. Included are photographs of friends and family of 
his future wife, and travel photography from Japan. According to his obituary, he married an 
Asian woman named Mieko. Additionally included are numerous photographs of Japanese 
pottery and ceramics created by him and his wife, some with their PO Box captioned on the 
verso. It appears these items were for sale and the images are professionally shot.

An interesting archive of images following the “mail order” courtship process and the 
objectification of Asian women in the late 1960s. [BTC#462395]
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18     (Social Reform)
Thomas Bywater SMITHIES, John GILBERT 
and Harrison WEIR
[Monthly Magazine]: Band of Hope Review: 1861-66
London: S.W. Partridge (1861-66)

$2400
One volume. Quarto (9 ½" x 13 ½"). pp. 1-288: January 1861 – December 1866 (New Series, 
Nos. 1-72). A consecutive run of 72 monthly issues, custom bound for the owner, Sarah A. 
Hickin, in dark blue cloth over boards, gilt spine, with a manuscript note in ink on the front 
pastedown. One monthly issue (May 1865: pp. 209-12) has been neatly cut along the gutter 
(present and laid in its proper place), the September 1865 issue has some staining and a small 
vignette illustration partially cut round (still present), else very good overall with a few small 
early tape repairs. The Band of Hope Review was a lavishly illustrated “improving” magazine 
for the children of the poor and working classes, founded and edited by the Methodist social 
reformer Thomas Bywater Smithies. A scarce volume of 72 complete issues dating from the 
magazine’s golden period, featuring contemporary articles on slavery and several issues with 
outstanding front-page wood engravings by John Gilbert and Harrison Weir. [BTC#438385]
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19     (South America)
[Original Photographic Mock-up]: 22 Originalfotos von den Indios 
am Alto Xingu [22 Original photos from the Indios at Alto Xingu]
(S. Paulo: Foto Milo) [circa 1960s?]

$9500
Small quarto. Measuring 7" x 9¼". A group of 22 original gelatin silver photographs each 
mounted back-to-back, with a typed caption in German tipped on each, and all spiralbound 
at one edge with thick mylar covers. Light edgewear, slight waviness from the glue or age, 
and with several of the pairs of images separating but overall near fine.

A collection of beautiful images of the indigenous people of the Upper Xingu region of 
Brazil. The Villas-Bôas brothers first encountered the Xingu people while on expedition in 
1946, staying nearby and later living with them, and fighting a legal battle that eventually 
secured the area as a protected reserve. The brothers were widely known for their efforts, 
being twice nominated for the Nobel Prize, and would often host any visiting dignitaries, 
journalist, activist, or photographers that might help the Xingu’s cause.
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While the photographer, presumably German, is nowhere identified, the images of the Xingu 
tribe are of superb quality. They include tribesmen hunting with bow and arrow or spears, 
fishing by hand, women performing tasks or posed with children or babies, dugout canoes, 
grass huts, and individual portraits. Undated but our guess is the 1960s with “foto milo. S. 
Paulo.” written in tiny script on the edge of the final image.

Wonderful and authentic images and possibly unique. [BTC#420042]
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20     (Western Star)
Harriet NORMAN
[Photo Album]: Gene Autry Fan Photographs During World War II
1941-1945

$3000
Oblong quarto. Measuring 13" x 10". String-tied tan cloth over stiff paper boards. Contains 382 
sepia-toned or black and white gelatin silver photographs measuring between 1" x 1" and 5" x 
7", with captions. Good only album with loose pages, short tears, and small chips with near fine 
photographs. Additionally included are four Typed Letters Signed from Gene Autry with envelopes.

An extensive photo album compiled by Harriet Norman, head of the Gene Autry fan club in 
the 1940s. This album shows Norman and other fans as they follow Autry between 1940 and 
1945 at his public appearances and other events. Autry is seen throughout the album as Norman 
and her friends find him after shows on the street and during shows themselves. Many of the 
images are candids of Autry and his entourage usually entering or exiting hotels, cars, and event 
spaces with every photo extensively captioned. A few of the images are Signed by Autry either 
on site or, according to a letter featured here, on photographs sent by Norman to Autry for his 
signature. Autry was serving with the Army during this period and many of the images feature 
him in uniform. Additionally included are photos of Autry’s Hollywood home, his wife Ina Mae, 
professional headshots, putting his hands in the cement in the Walk of Fame, and stills from Autry 
films taken by Norman in the audience including Gaucho Serenade and South of the Border. Sections 
of the album are from rodeos at Soldier’s Field and Madison Square Garden showing Gene on his 
horse Champ and with other performers. Norman also received four letters from Autry all typed 
on his personal stationary including one from the U.S. Air Corps. The letters are friendly, thanking 
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Harriet for her kindness, gifts, and recent visits with the fan club. 
On January 12, 1944 he writes, “It was mighty nice of you to think 
of me.” Another from July of that year reads, “I like it very much in 
Dallas and am on flying duty in the 5th Ferrying Group.”

Gene Autry, also known as “The Singing Cowboy,” was an actor, 
singer, and rodeo star beginning in the 1930s. Autry was discovered 
by Will Rogers while working as a telegraph operator in Oklahoma 
in the late 1920s and began his career as a “Yodeling Cowboy” on 
the radio. Throughout his decades as an entertainer he made 93 
films, starred in over 90 television productions, wrote 300 songs, 
and recorded over 600. He had a fervent fan base due to successful 
tours and was the first artist to sell out Madison Square Garden. 
This album shows the support from his fan base who were willing 
to follow him throughout the country to attend events. At the 
outbreak of World War II Autry joined the Army Air Forces as a 
Technical Sergeant. He earned his wings and worked his way up 
to the position of Flight Officer for a Ferrying Squadron. Later he 
headed a USO troupe on a tour of the South Pacific before being 
honorably discharged in 1946.

A voluminous collection of photographs assembled by a loyal Gene 
Autry fan in the 1940s. [BTC#467292]
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